Benefits of Volunteering

by Kevin Stuckey, M.Ed., CCC-SLP

Volunteering is an activity in which people help others by giving their time and service to a certain cause. Volunteers work without the expectation of payment or reimbursement. The goal of volunteer work is to benefit others in the community or society as a whole. There are many ways that people of all ages and abilities can be active in volunteer work. Children can participate in a variety of volunteer activities and gain valuable life experiences while helping others. When deciding where and how to volunteer, talk with your children about their interests and ideas for giving back. Some volunteering opportunities for children can include simple, helpful activities in the local community, whereas other activities can take place on a much larger scale, such as volunteer work with a national organization.

What Benefits Can a Child Receive from Volunteering?

There are many benefits of volunteering. With such a variety of volunteer opportunities, children can have new experiences and exciting challenges. Children can improve their social skills by working with others and learning how to better communicate, as well as learning to respect the ideas of others. Children can also increase their self-confidence by performing tasks successfully. They can take pride in themselves by experiencing the positive effects of their volunteer work for the betterment of their community, school, or even family. Children can realize that with a little effort, they can make a difference. Participating in volunteer activities alongside a supportive parent who shows a positive attitude can help children learn about a good work ethic as well.

Ways for Children to Volunteer

Children have the opportunity to participate in different volunteering efforts that take place in many locations. They could spend time volunteering at local hospitals, libraries, animal shelters, parks, or schools, to name a few places. Volunteering should be a fun and rewarding experience for children.
Some ways children can volunteer include:

- Helping with an organized event such as a local carnival or fair.
- Raising money for a fund-raiser for a special cause.
- Helping with the cleanup of the grounds or nature trail at school.
- Planting trees in local parks to help the environment.
- Collecting food and supplies for charity groups.
- Serving meals to the elderly.
- Donating clothing, toys, furniture, etc.
- Helping others learn to read.
- Providing services in the neighborhood, such as shoveling snow, raking leaves, or cutting grass.
- Helping clean kennels at an animal shelter.

For more Handy Handouts®, go to www.handyhandouts.com.

Helpful Products

The list of Super Duper® products below may be helpful when working with children who have special needs. Visit www.superduperinc.com and type in the item name or number in our search engine. Click the links below to see the product description.

- What Do You Say...What Do You Do...®
  Item #GB-243

- "WH" Questions in the Community Fun Deck®
  Item #FD-140

- Say and Do® Social Scenes Combo
  Item #BK-368

- Communicate™ Junior Game
  Item #TPX-4401

*Handy Handouts® are for classroom and personal use only. Any commercial use is strictly prohibited.